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1985
scott H duvall
ARTS AND

literature

allred gordon T love and the mountain salt lake city bookcraft
1985

anderson lavina fielding making the good good for something A
direction for mormon literature dialogue A journal of mormon
198 5 104 15
thought 18 summer 1985
Folk life homesteads to headstones salt lake
attebery louie W ed idaho folklike
folklife
city university of utah press 1985
beecher maureen ursenbach poetry and the private lives newspaper verse
on the mormon frontier brigham young university studies 25
summer 1985 55 65
bennion john the interview dialogue 18 summer 1985 167 76
np
benson serge N old fashion poems ollife
of life and love logan utah ap
oflife
1985

bjork dale conversion sunstone 10 april 1985 28 40
bushman richard L my belief BYU studies 25 spring 1985 23 30
cannon hal ed cowboy poetry A gathering salt lake city peregrine smith
books 1985
chandler neal C benediction dialogue 18 summer 1985 152 66
the only divinely authorized plan for financial success in this
life or the next dialogue 18 fall 1985 130 37
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints hymns of the church of
jesus christ
st of latter day saints salt lake city the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1985
clark
oark D marden mormon poetry now sunstone 10 june 1985
dark

can

6 13

marden
clark mardenj
MardenjJ lightning barbs dialogue 18 fall 1985 150 51
mardena
cracroft richard H the day dawn Is breaking donald R marshall and
recent trends in mormon fiction BYU today 39 december 1985
56 58

nephi seer of modern times the home literature novels of
nephi anderson BYU studies 25 spring 1985 3 15
gottern
gbttern gleich ich nicht the nature of faults
davis garold N
den gottert
fausts
salvation
scott H duvall
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58

davis joyce ellen diaries dialogue 18 spring 1985 158 59
oflandscape salt lake city
davis robert 0 leconte stewart the spirit of landscape
museum of church history and art 1985
edison carol ed cowboy poetry from utah an anthology salt lake city
Folk life center 1985
folklife
utah folklike
jaroldeen
edwards haroldeen
eden new york dell publishing co
of edee
Jar oldeen the mountains ofeden
ozeden
1984

egbert robert

L

A reading group

dialogue

18

spring 1985

150 57

england eugene A small and piercing voice the sermons of spencer W
kimball BYU studies 25 fall 1985 77 90
fillerup michael hozhoogoo nanina doo dialogue 18 winter 1985
153 82

great spirit listen the american indian in mormon
music dialogue 18 winter 1985 133 42
np thompson productions 1984
hall randall L cory davidson ap
hart patricia the black door dialogue 18 fall 1985 117 29
dont call me dolores call me lola sunstone 10 june 1985
hafen P jane

27 31

a

poetic borrowing in early mormonism dialogue 18
hawkes john
spring 1985 132 42
story talks for primary salt lake city hawkes publishing 1985
1985
hughes dean nutty and the case of the mastermind thief new york
Athe
athenaeum
atheneum
neum 1985
Athe
nutty and the case of the ski slope spy new york athenaeum
neum
atheneum
1985

images of spencer W kimball A photo essay

BYU studies 2255 fall 19
85
1985

91 108

jennings melinda two women two worlds salt lake city bookcraft
1985

jensen deana lowe heavens wildfire
wildfire salt lake city artistic printing
mlls
1984

jones cleo sister wives new york st martins press 1984
kalpakian laura these latter days new york times books 1985
keddington dorothy shadow song salt lake city randall book co
1985

kelling hans wilhelm johann sebastian bach and george frederick
handel in remembrance of the three hundredth anniversary of their
births BYU studies 25 spring 1985 31 50
kump eileen gibbons mission widow BYU studies 225 spring 1985
1985
17

22

lubeck kathleen the new hymnbook the saints are singing ensign
7 13
15 september 1985
lund gerald N and roger hendrix leverage point salt lake city deseret
book co 1985
mccloud susan evans black stars over mexico salt lake city randall book
co 19
85
1985
songs of life salt lake city bookcraft 1985
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maddocks ann pearce hold me for a moment salt lake city hawkes
publishing 1985
marshall donald R frost in the orchard salt lake city deseret book co
1985

the rummage sale reprint salt lake city deseret book co
1985

zinnie stokes zinnie stokes salt lake city deseret book co
1984

morris carroll hofeling

the broken covenant salt lake city deseret book

co 1985
moss robert H valiant witness A novel ofmoroni
of moroni bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1984
munk margaret R one year dialogue 18 fall 1985 139 49
A proposal sunstone 10 september 1985 24 31
51

nelson lee the storm testament part

4

orem utah liberty press

1985

the church salt lake city museum of church
olsen steven L presidents odthe
of fhe
ofthe
history and art 1985
pearson carol lynn blow out the wishbone walnut creek calif littlefield
1985

reading lucile C shining moments stories for latter day saint children
salt lake city deseret book co 1985
restoration hymn society hymns of the restoration blue springs mo
restoration hymn society 1985
tad good
the
sill sterling W great literature anstad
und
and tae
goodlife
goodliff
life
lite salt lake city horizon
liff

publishers 1985
sillitoe linda bishop ted sunstone 10 february 1985 23 27
solomon michael the sheet of our true Lor
lordjesus
lord djesus
jesus sunstone 10 january
1985

28 35

spencer W kimball and poetry

thayne emma lou

what time

BYU studies 25 fall 1985 161 66
Is it
BYU studies 25 winter 1985

129 36

tolman louise larsonjake
larson jake and the pigs salt lake city deseret book co
1985

the

stray

A novel

bountiful utah

horizon publishers

1985

weyland jack the understudy

salt lake city deseret book co

1985

wilson elijah nicholas and charles wilson the white indian boy or
gones
sjones
shones
Sho
hones
shoshones
uncle nick among the sao
rapid city sdak
idak fenske
printing 1985
witham craig A rock a fir and a magpie dialogue 18 spring 1985
150 57

yorgason blaine M and brenton yorgason the loftier way
nay
jewy tales from
ivay
the ancient american frontier salt lake city deseret book co
1985

yorgason blaine M and cari
carl
carlj
carlaJ eaton

deseret book co
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bibliography
duvall scott H

BYU studies
W byustudies

mormon bibliography 1984

51 85

spring 1985

25

filby RP william ed A bibliography ofamerican
of american county histories
histori
fistories baltimore
genealogical publishing co 1985
scott patricia lyn and maureen ursenbach beecher mormon women
A bibliography in process 1977 1985 journal
journalofmormon
ofmormon
of Mormon history 12
1985

113 27

whittaker david J

mormons
cormons
Mormons and native americans A historical and

bibliographical introduction

biographical

dialogue

18

winter

1985

33 64

AND FAMILY HISTORY

alexander shana nutcracker money madness murder A family album
new york doubleday 1985
oye
among ancient ruins tye
eurt H morris boulder colejohnson
the
eurl
earl
coio
colo
colojohnson
th e legacy of
Col
coi johnson
ofearh
oJohnson
ofearl
books 1985
anderson margaret iretta parker and maurine parker fuhriman the neel
parker family ap
np privately printed 1985
mature
joseph smith and treasure searching
anderson richard lloyd the maturejoseph
Matur ejoseph
BYU studies 24 fall 1984 489 560
parallel prophets paul andjoseph
and joseph smith ensign 15 april 1985
12 17

arnesen karen thomas ardeth greene kapp A prairie girl a young
woman still ensign 15 september 1985 35 39
johann wondra setting the stage in vienna ensign 15 august
46 49

1985

arrington leonard J brigham young american moses new york alfred
A

knopf

1985

brigham young american moses

utah holiday

april

1985

winter

1985

14

48 56

spencer W kimball apostle oglove
of
love
oflove

Dia ogue
dea
dialogue
did

18

11 12

avery valeen tippetts sketches of the sweet singer david hyrum smith
1844 1904 ao
jvhitmerhistoiicalassociationjournal5
historical association journal 1985 3 15
john
j7o
oan whitmer
70
banashek mary ellen marie Os monds fight to save her marriage mccalls
112 april 1985
38 40 43
marie Os monds new family mccalls 111 may 1984 26 28 162
ivan
barrett ivanj
ivanaJ mary heroine martyr the gripping heart touching story
osmary
moman
ofmary
of mary fielding smith wife of the patriarch hyrum smith A woman
und emulated mor
und courageous achievements
spiritual and
admired and
for her spiiitualand
admiredandemulatedfor
np RIC publishing co 1984
and qualities ap
barton peggy petersen mark E petersen A biography salt lake city deseret
book co 1985
bartschi darel PR brigham and bridger the men and the fort pioneer
32 may june 1985 9 10 25 26
benson ezra taft spencer W kimball A star of the first magnitude
ensign 15 december 1985 33 35
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blake lois
dodie livingston commissioner livingston 1I presume
this people 6 october 1985 46 50
II 11 winter 1985
ff
bradford mary L marriage and printmaking exponent
exponentff 11
brafford
8

12

bradley martha elizabeth and lowell M durham jr john hafen and the
art missionaries journal of mormon history 12 1985 91 105
brooks juanita
ximta john doyle lee zealot pioneer builder scapegoat salt lake
kimta
city howe brothers 1985
burgess samuel A latter day saint hymns emma smith restoration
news and
abe
the latter day saint movement
movements
views odthe
andviews
movement44 april 1985 27 30
of aae
ofthe
busath anne castleton don lind T minus this people 6 may 1985
1

16 23

bussell harold L unholy devotion why cults lure christians grand rapids
mich zondervan publishing house 1983
midi
anson call commenced in 1939
anton
call anson the life and record of
ofanson
olanson
ap
np 1985
cannon ann edwards lavell BYUs leading man a personal interview
utah holiday 14 september 1985 41 50 68
cannon donald Q and david J whittaker eds supporting saints life
mormons
Mor mons provo religious studies
stories of nineteenth century cormons

center brigham young university 1985
carr
john
carrjohn
carijohn
rJohn E eduardo balderas translating faith into service ensign 15
Car
june 1985 42 46
some notable
castagna
edwin caught in the act the decisive reading orsome
castagnaedwin
of
ofsome
men and women and its influence on their actions and attitudes

NJ scarecrow press 1982
coleman jonathan at mothers request A true story of money murder
and betrayal new york athenaeum
neum press 1985
Athe
atheneum
coming to terms with emma interviews with valeen avery and linda
Me
metuchen
tuchen

11
II 11 spring 1985 4 5 16
newell exponent 1111
ifil
cook lyndon W joseph C kingsbury A biography provo grandin book

co

1985

cope maurice newton lucky to be alive beehive history 11 1985 10 13
davis robert 0 desert brush and oil a portrait of
ofleconte
leconte stewart
ensign 15 february 1985 38 43
dennis ronald D captain danjones
vanjones
dan jones and the welsh indians dialogue

winter 1985 112 17
devries william castle current biography 46 january 1985 87 90
dew sheri L elder bruce R mcconkie A family portrait this people
6 december 1985 january 1986 48 63
sharlene wells miss america salt lake city deseret book co 198
19855
drayer zemira terry native pioneers an enduring legacy 8 1985 345 88
marieda
marleda
married
nieda
edwards patricia N 1I ma
zieda
riedaa football coach salt lake city randall book
co 1985
edwards paul M when will the little woman come out of the house
john whitmer historical association journal 5 1985 29 40
dialogue 18
william B smith the persistent pretender
18

summer 1985
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elder bruce R mcconkie preacher of righteousness

ensign

june

15

15 21

1985

EH
eli wiggill an enduring legacy
eil

8

1985

169 212

orson pratt
pratl salt lake city university
olsonpratt
onton
england breck the life and thought of orsonpratt
of utah press 1985
evans david W my
afy brother richard L salt lake city privately printed
1984

eyer mary sturlaugson reflection of a soul salt lake city randall book

co 1985
1985

farnsworth maryruth and kathie horman roy fitzell putting on the fitz
this people 6 october 1985 58
38 44
fillmore gwen B aaron williams beach snake river echoes 14 summer
1985

64 66

april

1985

the first latter day saint apostles an enduring legacy 8 1985 125 68
florence giles arthur henry king the kings english this people 6
68 74

frustaci sam and patti frustaci joy and sorrow go hand in hand
53
23
25 10 june 1985 44 55

people

gardner cynthia M virginia cutler her heart Is where the home Is
36 59
ensign 15 july 1985 56
39
geary edward A goodbye to poplarhaven
Poplar haven recollections ova
of a utah boyhood
ofa
salt lake city university of utah press 1985
the ward teacher dialogue 18 summer 1985 140 51
gibbons francis M john taylor mormon philosopher prophet of god
salt lake city deseret book co 1985
gibson margaret W joseph smiths innocence restoration voice no 41
may june 1985

goates

L

9

and seer
sefe salt lake city bookcraft
andseer
brent harold
Harol
harofdBB lee prophet landseer

1985

the gospel of love

stories about president spencer W kimball

ensign

december 1985 20 24
gray john S fact vs fiction in the kansas boyhood of buffalo bill kansas
history 8 spring 1985 2 20
hale steve prisoners of conscience utah holiday 14 may 1985 52 61
15

75

acmon this people 6 october 198
19855 20 26
hale val dale murphy aw cmon
11
II 11 summer
hammond catherine A quiet unnoticed life exponent 1111
itll
itil
1985

11

hanson louise genevieve rocks and rubies and mothers love ensign
15 april 1985
70 71
haraldsen tom R vernon and vance law the laws of averages
this
taz
thi
tais people 6 may 1985 56 60
harmon dick lavell edwards the heart of the hidden man BYU today
39 february 1985 22 26 40
harwood james taylor A basket of chips an autobiography salt lake city
tanner trust fund 1985
haycock D arthur he went about doing good ensign 15 december
1985
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huefner ann write on mom this people 6 may 1985 24 31
in memoriam advocate for truth elder bruce R mcconkie july 29
new era 15 june 1985 8 9
1915 april 19 1985
in memoriam elder G homer durham an educated man new era 15
april 1985 13
in memoriam J willard marriott 1900 1985 BYU today 39 october
49

1985

in memoriam spencer W kimball 1895 1985

BYU today 39

december

44 45
frozen feet recounts mormon pioneer s hardships
jensen jean A
triumphs pioneer 32 may june 1985 11 12
jensen quincy polygamist in the old bingham county courthouse bull
pen snake river echoes 14 summer 1985 70 71
1985

jessee dean C joseph smith jr in his own words ensign 15 pt 2
january 1985 18 24
jolley joann elder richard G scott putting god and family first ensign
jolleyjoann
15 january 1985
34 39
kimball andrew E A kind and loving father ensign 15 december 1985
37

kimball edward L spencer W kimball A man for his times dialogue
18 winter 1985
19 22
kimball edward L and andrew E kimball jr the story of spencer IF
85
kimball A short man a long stride salt lake city bookcraft 19
1985
kimball james N the vast landscape of his heart dialogue 18 winter
14 18

1985

leavitt melvin the fifth quarter new era 15 june 1985 44 50
doug padilla
mission specialist one new era 15 april 1985
lind
donlind
dorlind
1985 28 37 don
for life the resurrection and the life everlasting
lewis david rich
185 6
Stran gite mormon polygamy 1849 1856
jamesj
strengite
james J strang and strangite
news and views of the latter day saint movement 4
1 10 14 19 20

restoration

april

1985

lind kathleen maughan don lind mormon astronaut salt lake city

deseret book co 1985
ohff
ohis
this people 6 april 1985 20 26
lubeck kathleen ardeth kapp refined obis
taff
clifton jolley on the ropes this people 6 february march
42 49

1985

david gardner schooled in mind and spirit

ensign

15

june

32 36

1985

this people 6 april 1985 36 42
yvonne roderick chapter two this
oune
naif
june july 1985 62 67
talf people 6 gune
lyman edward leo the alienation of an apostle from his quorum
the moses thatcher case dialogue 18 summer 1985 67 91
mabey rendell N some days ofmy
ofay
of my life autobiography ofrendelln mabey
11

joe dorton tuned in

salt lake city publishers press 1985
basse ft women athens ohio swallow press 1985
mcclure grace the bassett
macfarlane lloyd wayland dr mac the man his land and his people
cedar city southern utah state college press 1985
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mcilvenna don E and darold D wax
in utah and oregon 1900 1908

W
WJ kerr land grant president
oregon historical quarterly 85

winter 1984 387 405
W
WJ kerr land grant president in utah and oregon 1900 1908
oregon historical quarterly 86 pt 2 spring 1985 4 22
mcmurray W grant
his reward Is sure the search for R C evans
restoration trail forum 11 may 1985 5 6
mcpherson R R the H C C rich family in the snake river valley
snake river echoes 14 spring 1985 27 29
in 1895
pt

1

zian america phd diss
Victo
tian
zhito rian
madsen carol cornwall A mormon woman in victorian
university of utah 1985
matthews robert J
in memoriam bruce R mcconkie 1915 1985
BYU today 39 june 1985 38 39
maxwell bruce david george careless pioneer musician utah historical

quarterly

spring 1985 131 43
spencer the beloved leader servant ensign 15
maxwell neal A
december 1985 8 19
melville J keith the surprising J reuben oark
clark
dark journal of mormon
history 12 1985 129 33
messner william R
E general
generaljohn
john wolcott phelps and conservative reform
85
in nineteenth century america vermont history 55 3 winter 19
1985
53

17 35

immigrant pioneers

monson christian hans

an enduring

legacy

8

41 84

1985

moskowitz daniel B

deeg
week
deek

21

1985

39 41

marriott crusader for a moral america

business

january 1985 75
mulliken frances hartman first ladies of the restoration independence
mo herald house 1985
nelson lowry in the direction of his dreams memoirs new york
philosophical library 1985
nelson russell M spencer W kimball man of faith ensign 15 december

gail andersen judge whitaker its a wonderful life
this people 6 august september 1985 50 53
kanj
kayj andersen measuring up this people 6 november 1985

newbold

62 67

peggy williams no more clowning around this people 6
february march 1985 52 59
8 5 332 337
scott parker patients as a virtue this people 6 may 19
1985
eom
IT
tom
om and terry warne its a jungle out there this people 6
4

october

1985

52 59

undercover charles coonradt and the game of work

october

1985 60 65
victor B cline windmills
1985 30 34

6

this people

of the mind

this people

6

wives of university presidents in a class of their own
6

april

1985

this people

28 35

nolan max J golden kimball in the south
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noren evelyn

65

john reese nevadas man of many firsts

true west

32

september 1985 24 28
orden dell van andj
anda melan heslop with lance E larsen A prophet for
all the world glimpses into the life of president spencer W kimball
BYU studies 25 fall 1985 49 57
osborne steve david M kennedy ambassador at large this people 6
november 1985 20 26
np 1980
osmond george A george osmond and family pioneers ap
packer lynn let s make a deal utah holiday 15 october 1985 40 46
54 59 72 78
parkes steven R arnold potter

from LDS convert to pioneer to missionary
to sect leader pioneer 32 january february 1985 11 14
parry keith joseph smith and the clash of sacred cultures dialogue

winter 1985 65 80
pinborough jan underwood barbara woodhead winder A gift of loving
ensign 15 october 1985 28 31
elder FE enzio busche to the ends of the earth ensign 15
18

february 1985 32 37
pinborough jan underwood and janet M kruckenberg alice thompson
clark
oark A life in focus ensign 15 march 1985 50 54
dark
poole kit richard rich hes got characters
this people 6 april 1985
54 59
powell

allan kent

helmut rimmasch and salt lakes german community

beehive history 11 1985 21 26
pratt parley P autobiography of parley P pratt reprint salt lake city
deseret book co 1985
president spencer W kimball tribute
this people 6 december

january 1986 22 26
A prophets physician conversations with ernest L wilkinson jr MD
aesculapium 3 1985 46 54
journal of collegium aesculapius
putcamp luisejr
luise
Luis
jr the rebel of the harem fate july 1985 42 48
lulseJr
quinn cydney petersen jeri winger service with a capital S this people
1985

february march 1985
1983 34 38
quist
john john E page an apostle of uncertainty journal ofmormon
quistjohn
of Mormon
Qui
stJohn
history 12 1985 53 68
emma
Emm ajust
reid agnes just nels and emmajust
just snake river echoes 14 spring 1985
1985
6

10 11

jemmetta
jemmetts
almajemmett
reid Alma
jemmett jernmetts
Jern metts early settlers on cedar creek
Jem
echoes 14
the resolve of
reusch rebecca
46 53
richards paul C

snake river

spring 1985 12 13
obedience ensign 15 december 1985 30 32
garth fisher eating his words this people 6 may 1985
1985

martin B hickman of popcorn politics and the patriarch
of deans BYU today 39 june 1985 22 26
robinson doug ed eyestone going the distance BYU today 39 august
1985

43 46

lavell edwards and then there was one
february march 1985 20 27
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rodgers ralph china diary this people 6 october 1985 28 36
roper cheryl black jane black oak city utah privately printed 1985
rosenberg donald hilda erickson was rancher doctor mother pioneer
pioneer 32 january february 1985 7 8
samuel and ester francis family organization our heritage morgan utah
samuel and ester francis family organization 1984
seifrit william C
the prison experience of abraham H cannon
utah historical quarterly 53 summer 1985 223 36
shelton ken larry lee flying high this people 6 june july 1985
20 26

nephi grigg spud nut this people 6 june july 1985 46 51
shipp ellis reynolds while others slept autobiography andjournal
and journal of
ellis reynolds shipp MD reprint salt lake city bookcraft 1985
sillito
john and martha bradley franklin spencer spalding an episcopal
sillitojohn
historical magazine of the protestant
observer of mormonism
episcopal church 54 december 1985 339 49
smith barbara B A prophet of love ensign 15 december 1985 35 36
M joe hill layton utah peregrine smith books 1985
smith gibbs mjoe
djoe
smith jesse R thomas robinson cutler pioneer sugarman churchman
salt lake city eden hill 1985
mei
T memoriam
vinT
melvina
smith Mel
inmemoriam leroyr
in
melvint
melvin
meivin
leroyaR hafen 1893 1985 utah historical
leroy
quarterly 53 spring 1985 184 86
ajohnson current biography 46 february 1985 204 8
sonia johnson
soniajohnson
Soni
sowby laurie hyrum smith he 11ll manage this people 6 february march
1985

62 65

omar kader pride and prejudice this people 6 december
1985 january 1986 42 47
journalofmormon
stephennJj arrington s moses journal
stein Stephe
ofmormon
ofMormon history 12 1985
107 12
eor
toy
lor
taylor
luy
lot papers
taylorjohns
taylor
Taylo
taylorjohn
john
rJohn 1877 1887 the president vol 2 of the john edy
records of the last utah pioneer redwood city calif taylor trust

fund 1984
thomas toone mahonri young sculptor of his heritage ensign 15
october 1985 40 45
thompson gregory sketches from life leconte stewart american artist
november 1985 114
thompson mildred A pioneer family s faith restoration voice no 38
november december 1984 12 13
luclie may francke beehive history
luclle
lucile
topping gary the genteel life of
oflucile
49

11

19 21

1985

ed

don maguires trading expedition in northern arizona

utah historical quarterly 53 fall 1985 380 95
news week
newsweek
transition died spencer W kimball
1985

106

18

1879

november

84

111
cormons of utah
turner charles millard joseph smith III
ili
lii
ill
lil and the mormons
phd diss graduate theological union 1985
turner frederick rediscovering america john muir
in his time and ours
muirin
mairin
new york viking penguin 1985
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1985
lgb
turner judd A

67

ed fraughton true to form

this people

6 may 1985
198 5

64 71

walker ronald W joseph smith

byustudies
studies 24 fall
the palmyra seer BYU

461 72

1984

mesquite and sage spencer W kimballs
Kim balls early years

fall 1985 19 41
ward maurine cinematography
september 1985 72 75

BYU studies

25

special effects

the shootist this people

6

august

the good the bad and the ugly this

august september 1985 76 81
welch john W hugh nibley and the book of mormon

people

6

1985

ensign

15

april

50 56

westwood richard E and melvin N westwood eds neil hestwood
westwood
A biography flagstaff ariz privately printed 1985
wetzel david N an appreciation across generations leroy R hafen
colorado heritage no 3 1985 14 15
1893 1985
whitcomb elias W reminiscences of a pioneer an excerpt from the diary
eilas W whitcomb annals of wyoming 57 fall 1985 21 32
of elias
ofelias
Rob bies an air force too
wolff alexander robbies
sports illustrated 63
bobbies
robbles
25 november 1985 64 68
women artists of utah ap
np springville
Spring ville museum of art 1984
wright larry C wrights four hundred years plus thirteen generation
family amarillo tex privately printed 1984
young revo M
robert D young and the otter creek reservoir
utah historical quarterly 53 fall 1985 357 66
zavoral gary william stout sacramento s first mayor was a faithful
member of the church mormon life 2 june 1984 10 11
zimmerman vicki bean willard bean palmyra s fighting parson
ensign 15 june 1985 26 29

contemporary
albrecht stan LL and tim B heaton secularization higher education
and religiosity review of religious research 26 september 1984
43 58
american politics and mormonism when the saints
church and state 38 february 1985 20

come marching in

cranney reading habits of church active
garrcranney
appleton marianne and A garr
LDS women
BYU studies 25 summer 1985 47 53
bate kerry william mormon conformity and secular conflict americas
saints the rise of mormon power utah holiday 14 january 1985
38 41

boren murray

worship through music nigerian style

sunstone

10 may

64 65
boren phillip L A summative teacher evaluation project to help improve
instruction in the LDS church educational system walk with god
edd diss brigham young university 1984
II 12 fall 1985 4 7
1112
bradford mary L my ten day mission exponent
exponentii
1985
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68

magid A cure for all that ails BYU today
bringhurst nancy medical magic
39 february 1985 32 39
religion and gender A
brinkerhoff merlin B and marlene mackie
comparison of canadian and american student attitudes journal
of marriage and the family 47 may 1985 415 29
brown robert LL and rosemary brown they lie in wait to deceive A study
of
anti mormon deception vol 2 mesa ariz brownsworth publishing
ofanti
efanti
co 1984
browning gary L american and russian perceptions of freedom and
security BYU studies 25 winter 1985 115 27
bryner gary C political responsibility and religious belief in principles
of the gospel in practice edited by susan easton black 201 23
salt lake city randall book co 1985
burton D jeff helping those with religious questions and doubts
11
exponent 1111
II 11 spring 1985 3 19
itil
itll
11
trading spaces my thoughts on sharing exponent II
il 11 winter
1985

16

BYU in zion time 127 20 january 1986 73
caldwell kathryn S mormon marriage on account

winter 1985 6 7
callahan tom cougars we are too no
1984

time

124 31

11

december

71

campbell courtney
10

1

11
exponent II

april

1985

S

good Samaritans
samaritans
samaritana and moral dilemmas

sunstone

13 16

campbell douglas nuclear war and computer generated nuclear alerts
BYU studies 25 winter 1985 77 90
canfield anita the power in being a woman salt lake city randall book
co 1984
cassity kris mormon chess sunstone 10 may 1985 28 29
castleton anne the saints at NASA all systems go this people 6
december 1985 january 1986 64 72
checketts paul conrad perceived in service needs of religion teachers and
administrators of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
edd diss brigham young university 1984
II 11 spring 1985 12 13 18
cheney margot sundays exponent 11
christianson james R humanity and practical christianity implications
for a worldwide church in principles of the gospel in practice edited
by susan easton black 147 61 salt lake city randall book co 1985
church state wall has become hedge says mormon scholar church
and state 38 june 1985 17
cline victor B living peacefully with teenagers totally awesome
this people 6 november 1985 38 41
conant jennet the mormon mystery newsweek 106 2 8 october 1985
1985
44

conover ted rolling nowhere new york penguin books 1984
cracroft richard H the humor of mormon seriousness sunstone
january 1985 14 17
cramer lynnda S tell our daughters exponent 11
II 11 spring 1985 14
il
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mormon bibliography 1985
cormons
secrets of the mormons
Mormons

davis david brion
32

august

15

1985

69

new york times book review

15 19

mormon women and depression

degn louise

sunstone

10

may 1985

19 27

changing women and a changing church

dickson mary
1985

network 8 may

20 21

duke
joanne mormon attitudes toward high risk pregnancy management
dukejoanne
birth control prenatal diagnosis and abortion master s thesis
university of utah 1985
today 39 february 1985
byutoday
dunn marion BYU breaks the barriers BYU
28 29 31

dushku
judy
dushkujudy

my

time in nairobi

11
exponent 1111
II 11 fall 1985 3 13
mormons keep the faith
east germany the cormons
falth international edition of
newsweek 23 22 july 1985 13
evans vella neil womans
comans
Wo mans image in authoritative mormon discourse
A rhetorical analysis phd diss university of utah 1985
events and people cancellation christian century 103 26 february

1986

201

to everything there

farmer gladys clark

winter
farmer james

1985
L

Is a season

11

17

biological effects of nuclear war

93 98
fletcher robert C
august 1985

exponent 11
II

BYU studies 225

winter

1985

one scientists spiritual autobiography

sunstone

10

32 35

geer thelma mormonism mama andme
und
and me tucson calvary missionary press
andee
1983

godfrey margaret anchor wars network 8 november 1985 22 23
groesbeck C jess thought reform or rite of passage A response to
scott miller sunstone 10 august 1985 30 31
gunnell karla S and nicole T hoffman train up a child in the way
he should go sunstone 10 march 1985 34 37
Recal lability at two southern california
scott jacobson A study in recallability
halladay scottjacobson
LDS institutes of religion recollect remember restore
edd diss
brigham young university 1984
hanna suzanne toward a theology of marriage idealism cynicism or
12
1111
realism exponent
exponential
lili
lill winter 1985 3 your
childs self esteem
harris james M and kenneth A macnab building
A guide for LDS parents salt lake city bookcraft 1983
Lind
R curtis
sayR
lindsayr
virgil J parker E arnold isaacson and lindsayjr
lindsay
hatch C steven virgilj
minding body and soul the life of physician mission presidents
collegium
aesculapium 3 1985 21 33
journal of Colle
grum
glum aesculapius
heaton tim B and kristen L goodman religion and family formation
review of religious research 26 june 1985 343 59
corporate
porre
heinerman john and anson shupe the mormon Cor
ponte
porte empire boston
beacon press 1985
herrscher michele welch forever fit aerobic dance and exercise for
the latter day saint woman salt lake city deseret book co
1985
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70

hicks christopher critical review the verdict this people 6 august
september 1985 54 58
hildreth steven A mormon concern over MX parochialism or enduring
moral theology
journal of church and state 26 spring 1984
255 72

Micro form to link generations
hogan D microform
american libraries 15
november 1984 700 701
howard jane gods hotel esquire 103 june 1985 91 94
huefner ann S life as wife of a bishop meanwhile back at the
ranch
this people 6 december 1985 january 1986 76 81
mormon jewish turmoil in zion christian
nopulos thomas A
indtnopulos
indinopulos
Indi
century 102 4 december 1985 1123 26
inglesby shane B priesthood prescription for women sunstone 10 march
28 33
carri P small scale agriculture

1985

jenkins

BYU today 39

june

1985

28 35

jones J talmage in singapore and other asian cities salt lake city
publishers press 1984

kellogg diane mckinney birth control my choice your choice
II 11 winter 1985 16 17
exponent 11
kelly tim utah gateway to nevada salt lake city dream garden press
1984

knight darrell V how to succeed in business and live your religion
salt lake city hawkes publishing co 1984
landon donald D A question of means or ends sunstone 10 august
1985

20 23

unpleasant aggressive and abusive activities in courtship A comparison of mormon and non mormon college studies
deviant behavior 6 1985 145 68
larsen paul the chameleon and the salamander utah holiday 15
december 1985 84 88
afe on a mission
linford richard and marilynne linford 1I hope they call me
too salt lake city deseret book co 1984
lyman melvin A out of obscurity into light salt lake city albany book

laner mary riege

y

1985

lythgoe dennis

L A

marriage ofequals
of equals salt lake city deseret book co

1985

mcalevey RP

bilking

utahs faithful newsweek

104 24

december 1984

31

witnessing for christ the hill cumorah pageant of
palmyra new york western folklore 44 january 1985 34 40
order and mark H skolnick genetic distances
mclellan tracy lynn B
BJjorder
cormons and related populations americanjournal
between the utah mormons
american journal
of human genetics 36 july 1984 836 57
may cheryll lynn being LDS and a democrat party favors this people
6 june july 1985 68 74
merrill kieth W overview the natural this people 6 august september
mchale ellen

1985
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71

Totalism the psychology of the LDS
miller scott D thought reform and totalism
church missionary training program sunstone 10 august 1985
24 29

moberg david 0 the church as a social institution the sociology of
american religion 2d
ad ed grand rapids mich baker book house
1984

moms and dads

this people

6

june july

31 43

1985

monuments of the mind karl G maeser building BYU today 39
december 1985 26 30
mormon marriage A panel discussion sponsored by exponent 11
II at the
11
sunstone symposium august 1984 exponent 1111
II 11 winter 1985
4

5

12

stress in the mormon medical marriage
perspective journal of collegium aesculapius
aesculapium 3 1985
ostling richard N awaiting the thirteenth prophet with
Kim
balls death mormonism enters a new era time 126 18
kimballs

nelson dantzel

1985

A

wife

s

58 64

president
november

85

packer boyd K using the new scriptures ensign 15 december 1985
49 53
papal opinions christian century 102 27 february 1985 208
parkin james L balancing family community church and profession
aesculapium 3 1985 55 57
journal of collegium aesculapius
parry jay A eternal pursuit the mormon thivia
trivia
vivia
divia
nivia book salt lake city
bookcraft 1985
payne marlene married to an NM
11
exponent 1111
II 11 winter 1985 7
peterson gary W boyd C rollins and darwin L thomas
parental
influence and adolescent conformity compliance and internalization
youth and society 16 june 1985 397 420
plummer william mysterious bombings kill two in salt lake city and rock
cormons
Mor mons people 24 4 november 1985 121 23
the mormons
poole kit working for walt disney behind the magic this people 6
april 1985 60 66

ifil

forbes 135 11 march 1985 12
purity in utah forbey
quarles randal K A religion of clerks sunstone 10 may 1985 58
reichley A james religion in american public life washington DC
brookings institution 1985
remembering mother this people 6 may 1985 39 44
robinson doug tackling the NFL this people 6 november 1985 44 48
ryder christian familyolatry sunstone 10 march 1985 24 27
rytting marvin expensive agency sunstone 10 january 1985 41 43
A small but standard deviation sunstone 10 september 1985
33 34

rytting susan
1985

breaking the rule

a moral

sunstone 10 july

11 14

salt lake city s new genealogical library
6

option

ojr

sunset

175

november 1985

ajr
. jr challenges of the faithful physician
samuelson cecil 00
collegium aesculapius
aesculapium 3 1985 9 11
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searle don L president ezra taft benson ordained thirteenth president
of the church ensign 15 december 1985 2 7
quezaltenangos saints ensign 15 october 1985 20 24
shoumatoff alex A reporter at large the mountain of names
new yorker 61 13 may 1985 51 101
andyjohn
and john heinerman mormonism and the new christian
shupe anson andjohn
right an emerging coalition review of religious research 27
december 1985 146 57
simmons paul on going home teaching sunstone 10 may 1985
1985 49 550
spencer james R beyondmormonism
beyond mormonism an elders story grand rapids mich
chosen books 1984
stalking the wild document an interview with lyn richard jacobs
sunstone 10 august 1985 9 19
stark rodney and william sims bainbridge the future of religion
secularization revival and cult formation berkeley and los angeles
university of california press 1985
entree et la sortie de
thompson dennis L de chaque cote de la pane
parte fentr6e
praxis juridigue
16glise
16eglise
jurl
juri digue et religion 12 1985 7 15
glise
gilse mormon praxisjuridigue
turl
thompson kathleen utah milwaukee raintree publishers 1985
tippetts larry W the choice A practical guide on the moral issue
salt lake city bookcraft 1984
toney michael B banu golesorkhi and william FE stinner residence
exposure and fertility expectations of young mormon and non mormon
women in utah journal of marriage and the family 47 may 1985
1

1

459 65
11
II 12 fall 1985
ulrich laurel thatcher danish pancakes exponent 1112
1985 11
wade robert graham LDS early morning seminary teacher selection
criteria and procedures 1984 edd diss brigham young university

1984

warner cecelia comp

A guide to the mormon network

sunstone

10

june 1985 42 47
watzman herbert M building for brigham young university in injerusalem
jerusalem
challenged anew chronicle of higher education 31 6 november
1985

41

white 0 kendall jr

mormons
cormons
Mor mons for ERA as an
journal ofethnic
of ethnic studies 13 spring 1985

A feminist challenge

internal social movement
29 50

whitehurst james E inside a mormon temple christian century 102
11 18 september 1985
791 92
who are the saints independence mo herald house 1985
cormons
Mor mons time 126
drama murder among the mormons
docudrama
wilentz amy utah Docu
28 october 1985 48
wilson william A the seriousness of mormon humor sunstone 10
january 1985 6 13
this
tais
wirtanen ruth life in alaska going to extremes taz
thi
tais people 6 june
july 1985 52 60
A womens roundtable coming to terms this people 6 november 1985
54 61
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198
798

73
75

woodward kenneth L and barbara burgower bible belt confrontation
1985 5
65
newsweek 105 4 march 198
woodward kenneth L george raine milan J kubac and joseph harmes
cormons
A time of testing for the mormons
Mor mons newsweek 106 25 november
86 87

1985

DOCTRINAL

adams william james some ways in which the plain and precious parts
42
152042
society por
societyforearly
historic
became lost 1 nephi 1320
stoic archaeology
1520
132042
for early Hi
july 1985 1 5
newsletter and proceedings 159 luly
alexander thomas G the reconstruction of mormon doctrine from
joseph smith to progressive theology sunstone 10 may 1985 8 18
leonard J why 1I am a believer sunstone 10 january 1985
arrington le6nardj
leonardj
36 38

wendell
ashton Wendel
wendellj
wendella
lJJ A window on life salt lake city bookcraft 1985
bassett arthur R knowing doing and being sunstone 10 may 1985
59 63

that older brother again

8 5 18 2 2
sunstone 10 february 19
1985
bennion lowell L the book of mormon A guide to christian living
salt lake city deseret book co 1985
reflections on the restoration dialogue 18 fall 1985 160 67
benson ezra taft christ and the constitution jurisdiction journal and
sovereign review no 84025 january 1984 1 5

risen new era 15 april 1985 4 7
your
mour
mom
mow children about the temple
what 1I hope you will teach yow
ensign 15 august 1985 6 10
1833
1855
sunstone
183
185 3
bergera baryj
garyj has the word of wisdom changed since 1835

he

10

Is

july 1985

buerger david john
february 1985

32 33

what constitutes official doctrine

sunstone

10

38 39

burton alma P toward the new jerusalem salt lake city deseret book
co 19
85
1985
burton theodore M to be born again ensign 15 september 1985
66 70

byrne thomas C discover your divine self esteem through knowing your
eternal self salt lake city hawkes publishing 1985
capener cole R A mormon concept of armageddon sunstone 10 august
1985

4 8

melodie moench scriptural precedents for priesthood dialogue
charles melodic
18 fall 1985
15 20
christensen ross T the river of nephi an archaeological commentary
ic archaeology
historic
on an old diary entry society for early histo
newsletter and proceedings 158 december 1984 1 8
conrad larry W and paul shupe an RLDS reformation construing the
task of RLDS theology dialogue 18 summer 1985 92 103
Lyn
cook lyndonw
dyn
W joseph smith and the law ofconsecration
donW
lyndone
lyndon
of consecration provo grandin
book 1985
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74

cowan richard 0 the doctrine and covenants our modem
modern scripture
salt lake city bookcraft 1984
ellsworth homer S
thoughts on the good shepherd ensign 15
december 1985 62 64
england eugene fasting and food not weapons A mormon response
to conflict BYU studies 25 winter 1985 141 55
Lamanites
lamanites and the spirit of the lord dialogue 18 winter 1985
25 32

faith nadine
4

having a form of godliness

II 11 summer
exponent1111
exponentii
iiii
lili

1985

5

the

sacrament principles essential to exaltation in
principles of the gospel in practice edited by susan easton black
107 20 salt lake city randall book co 1985
faunce edward Is the book of mormon written in an ancient hebraic
poetic style
emla record 27 28 winter spring 1985 1 4
Zarah
zarahemla
firmage edwin brown the peace of christ ensign 15 october 1985 25 27
violence and the gospel the teachings of the old testament the
new testament and the book of mormon BYU studies 2255 winter
parley
farley

S

1985

brent

31 53

flammer philip M affliction and the plan of salvation in principles of
the Go
in practice edited by susan easton black 185 99 salt lake
gospel
spelin
city randall book co 1985
garrard lamar the fall of man in principles of the gospel in practice
edited by susan easton black 39 70 salt lake city randall book co
1985

goodkind howard W lord kingsborough lost his fortune trying to prove
biblical archaeology
the maya were descendants of the ten lost tribes biblicalarchaeology
review 11 september october 1985 54 65
gunn R L temples ordinances and art in principles of the gospel
in practice edited by susan easton black 243 57 salt lake city randall

book co 1985
hale van defining the mormon doctrine of deity sunstone
1985

january

23 27

hansen lorin K
1985

10

some concepts of divine revelation

sunstone

10

may

51 57

harrison grant von understanding your divine nature woods cross utah
publishers book sales 1985
Zarah emla record
heater shirley R report on book of mormon research zarahemla
27 28 winter spring 1985 5 7 16
hedengren paul in defense of
faith assessing arguments against latter
offaith
dayY saint belief provo bradford and wilson 1985
duy
da
hinckley gordon B feasting upon the scriptures ensign 15 december
42 45
keith miracles ofjesus
of jesus the messiah salt lake city bookcraft 1985
hunsaker U carlisle soul making oris
or Is there life before death dialogue
1985
howick E

fall 1985 152 59
jerrie W the unnamed woman in scripture the standard works
hurdjerrie
hurd
and our mother in heaven sunstone 10 july 1985 23 25
18
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75

jackson kent PR and robert L millet eds the old testament genesis to
2 samuel vol 3 of studies in scripture salt lake city randall book

co

1985

the pearl of great

price vol 2 of studies in scripture salt lake

city randall book co 1985
cormons creationists
jeffery duane E are mormons

sunstone

10

april

1985

44 45

A jewel among
johansen jerald R A commentary on the pearl ofgreat
ajewel
of great price ajewell
the scriptures bountiful utah horizon publishers 1985
johnson william A lessons learned from gehis
lehis cave sunstone 10
july 1985 27 30
jones gerald E zoophily in mormonism restoration news and views
of the latter day saint movement 4 october 1985 1 7 10
keller jeffrey E when does the spirit enter the body sunstone 10 march
1985

42 44

kraut ogden paradise salt lake city privately printed 1985
the pre existence salt lake city privately printed 1985
leone mark P the mormon temple experience sunstone 10 may 1985
4 7

lockhart barbara
1985

the body

A burden or a blessing

ensign

15

february

56 60

mcconkie bruce R come hear the voice of the lord ensign 15
december 1985 54 59
mor
A new witness
ealta salt lake city deseret book
faith
for the articles offaith
of eulth
witnessfor

co

1985

1I 1I

1985

speaking today let the word go forth

ensign

15

february

72 74

mcconkie joseph fielding gospel symbolism salt lake city bookcraft 1985
1985
mord
mcelveen floyd gods word
rord final infallible and forever compelling
evidence for the bibles inspiration and preservation grand rapids
mich gospel truths 1985
andyjohn
and john L smith wy
why mormonism Is a cult marlow okla
mckay robert andjohn
utah evangel 1985
mehew randall king comp historical outline of the book of mormon
orem utah millennial press 1983
millet robert L beyond the veil two latter day revelations ensign 15

october 1985 8 13
joseph smith and the gospel of matthew BYU studies 25
summer 1985 67 84
monson thomas S come learn of me ensign 15 december 1985 46 48
moss james R covenants and the covenant people in principles of the
Go
gospel
spelin
in practice edited by susan easton black 163 83 salt lake city
randall book co 1985
nibley hugh W scriptural perspectives on how to survive the calamities
of the last days BYU studies 25 winter 1985 7 27
norman keith E mormon cosmology can it survive the big bang
sunstone 10 september 1985 18 23
toward a mormon christology sunstone 10 april 1985 18 25
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nyman monte S and robert L millet eds tae
Th ejoseph
joseph smith translation
the
taf
the restoration ofplain
and precious things provo religious studies
of plain andprecious
aung
moung
young
center brigham rung
&ung university 1985
our mother
which art in heaven
Mormonismy
motherwhich
mormonisms
the study of
sms mother
ofmormonisms
gov
god doctrine marlo okla utah missions 1984
goddoctrine
pace george W A new commandment in principles of the gospel in
practice edited by susan easton black 135 46 salt lake city randall
book co 1985
packer boyd K the aaronic priesthood new era 15 may 1985 4 7
principles ensign 15 march 1985 6 10
parrish alan K to be as gods original sin or eves
eve s motive for mortality
in principles of the gospel in practice edited by susan easton black
71 89 salt lake city randall book co 1985
perkins keith W insights into the atonement from latter day scriptures
in principles of the gospel in practice edited by susan easton black
91 105 salt lake city randall book co 1985
pratt
pohn
john
prattjohn
tJohn P the restoration of priesthood keys on easter 1836 ensign
Prat
15 pt 1 qune
oune 1985 59 68
june
the restoration of priesthood keys on easter 1836 ensign 15
pt 2 july 1985 55 64
read lenet hadley how we got the bible salt lake city deseret book
co 1985
riddle chauncey C having a testimony of the restored gospel of jesus
the gospel in practice edited by susan easton
christ in principles of
odthe
black 121 34 salt lake city randall book co 1985
rae
mormon urbana university of illinois
tae book of
the
roberts B H studies odthe
of
ofmormon
ofthe
press 1985

smy 1985
way and the life provo brian stuy
1985
robertson pat answers to two hundred of lifes most probing questions

the truth the

nashville thomas nelson publishers 1984
romney marion G the resurrection of jesus ensign
2

15

april

1985

6

scott richard

spiritual communication in principles of the gospel
in practice edited by susan easton black 5 19 salt lake city randall
book co 1985
simmons verneil another look at the book of mormon ministry of christ
Zarah
zarahemla
emla record29
record 29 30 31 summer fall 1985 winter 1986 1 3 23
smith joseph jr lectures on faith reprint salt lake city deseret book
co 1985
sorenson john L an ancient american setting for the book of mormon
salt lake city deseret book co provo foundation for ancient research
and mormon studies 1985
stead J D purposes of the book of mormon restoration voice no 41
B

may june 1985

26 27

mormon Is our key to the future
Zarah emla record27
zarahemla
27 28 winter spring 1985 8 13
record
Word
w
ordprints
ord prints restoration voice no 39 january february 1985
W
ordprints

treat raymond

C

the book of

21 22
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the doctrine of godhood

in the new testament in
principles of the gospel in practice edited by susan easton black 21 337
salt lake city randall book co 1985
ulrich karl thatcher an engineers view of religion sunstone 10 june

turner rodney

1985

14 15

washburn J N the miracle of the book of mormon orem utah book
production services 1984
welch john W the doctrine and covenants by themes the text of the
doctrine and covenants arranged topically salt lake city bookcraft
1985

longevity of book of mormon people and the age of man
aesculapium 3 1985 34 45
journal of collegium aesculapius
topically speaking A look at the impressive doctrine and
covenants ensign 15 september 1985 20 25
wells robert E we are christians because
salt lake city deseret book

co

1985
pesci meg

an expanded definition of priesthood some present
wheatley
and future consequences dialogue 18 fall 1985 33 42
wilkes robert M some thoughts about personal freedom ensign 15 july
1985

12 14

will sheds light on book of abraham

BYU today 39 june 1985

15

RLDS to ordain women
christian century 102
yarrington roger
25 september 1985 824
zindler frank R the mormon book of abraham american atheist 27
january 1985 29 34

historical
allaman
john lee joseph smiths visits to henderson county western
allamanjohn
illinois regional studies 8 spring 1985 46 5555
and joseph 1I richardson eds circle
anderson charles RP tirthankara
tirthankar bose andjoseph
british columbia
histo y of the religious communities of
of voices A history
ofbiitish
ville BC hoolichan
lichan books 1983
Oo
Lantz
lantzville
oolichan
anderton douglas L lee L bean J dennis willigan and geraldine P
mineau adoption of fertility limitation in an american frontier
population an analysis and simulation of socio religious subgroups
social biology 31 spring summer 1984 140 59
saat
SaIt
Historical
architecturallhistorical
lake city Architectural
architecturalhistorical
salt nuge
AP associates planning and research saitlake
survey southwestern survey area salt lake city AP associates
planning and research 1985
arms cephas the long road to california the journals of cephas arms
supplemented with letters by traveling companions mount pleasant
mich private press of john cumming 1985
1985
ajr jr joseph smith s recitals of the first vision ensign
backman milton V

vjr

15

january 1985

bardsley robert
60 62
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barney ronald 0 united order in monroe idealism fails pioneer 32
september october 1985 7 8
bartschi darel P bear river battle launched from camp douglas pioneer
32 november december 1985 9 10 18
bedwell olivia blair and eunice war cammack gone but not forgotten
sterling idaho snake river echoes 14 spring 1985 31 32
beecher maureen ursenbach entre nous an intimate history of
MHA
ofmha
ofsha
journal of mormon history 12 1985 43 52
berge dale L archaeological work at the smith log house ensign 15

august 1985 24 26
bergera gary
garyjames
james and ronald priddis brigham young university A house
of faith salt lake city signature books 1985
berrett william E the latter day saints A contemporary history of the
church ofjesus
of jesus christ salt lake city deseret book co 1985
birch J neil helen john the beginnings of indian placement dialogue
18 winter 1985
119 29
black rosa vida bischoff lovell our pioneer heritage salt lake city
olympus publishing co 1984
blair alma R RLDS views of polygamy some historiographical notes
john witmer
journal5
association journals
waltmer historical
whitmer
historicalassociation
19855 16 28
journal5 198
blakely thomas A the swearing elders sunstone 10 september 1985
8 13

bradfield victor star valley an outlaw wintering ground snake river
echoes 14 autumn 1985 77 80
brooks juanita the outsiders nevada 44 july august 1984 44 46
brown murlyn L tithing office in juarez central to colony pioneer 32
november december 1985 11 18
mormons
Mor mons their history from 1831
browne hilda faulkner the michigan cormons
to 1952 and a little beyond provo privately printed 1985
brunson L madelon bonds of sisterhood A history of the RLDS womens
organization 1842 1983 independence mo herald publishing house
1985

burgess samuel A latter day saint hymns emma smith restoration
news any
movement 4 april 1985 27 30
views
thelatterday
Viewsof
day
saintmovement4
and viewsof
larrer dwy
latter
larter
sot
odthe
ofthe
fot
dar saint
W W phelps and church hymns restoration news and views
of the latter day saint movement 4 january 1985 29 31
butterworth FE edward extensions of the restoration trail
to the isles
of the sea french polynesia restoration trail forum 11 february
1985

6 7

1

cannon brian Q change engulfs a frontier settlement ogden and its
residents respond to the railroad journal of mormon history 12
1985

15

28

coates lawrence G

winter

1985

cormons and
the mormons
89

the ghost dance

dialogue

18

111

greg coe the mormon experience eugene oreg harvest
coe
jolene and
andgregcoe
coejolene
house publishers 1985
cook lyndon W and milton V backman jr eds the kirtland elders
quorum record 1836 1841 orem utah grandin book 1985
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79

cooley everett L A brigham young letter to george Q cannon 1859
BYU studies 25 summer 1985 106 9
cresswell stephen
the US department of justice in utah territory
1870 90 utah historical quarterly 53 summer 1985 204 22
6n
croft Q michael influence of the LDS church an
on utah politics 1945
1985 phd diss university of utah 1985
cross frank moore new directions in the study of the dead sea scrolls
BYU studies 25 summer 1985 3 11
mormons in the movies the way we were
darc james V the image of cormons
this people 6 august september 1985 43 48
delahanty randolph preserving the west california arizona nevada utah
Wl
new york pantheon books 1985
washington
idaho oregon and ashington
madeline C the gunnison massacre true west 32 july 1985
dixon madoline
34 36

general assembly and the doctrine and
covenants saints herald
132 august 1985 12 13 16
herald132
dunfey julie
living the principle of plural marriage mormon women
utopia and female sexuality in the nineteenth century feminist
studies 10 fall 1984 523 36
dunn scott C spirit writing another look at the book of mormon
sunstone 10 june 1985 16 26
edwards paul M on our story sunstone 10 january 1985 40 41
the restoration history manuscript collection annals of iowa
47 spring 1984 377 81
ellis fern D A brief history of the mancos rard
mard church ofjesus
ward
of jesus christ
lurter day saints cortez colo pioneer printers 1985
of latter
oflatter
ellsworth S george the new utahs heritage salt lake city peregrine smith
draper maurice

L

the

1835

books 1985
embry jessie L effects of polygamy on mormon women

frontiers 17 1984

14 23

exiles for the principle LDS polygamy in canada

dialogue

18

fall 1985 108 16
embry jessie L and howard A christy eds community development in
the american west past and present nineteenth and twentieth
century frontiers provo charles redd center for western studies
brigham young university 1985
embry jessie L and martha S bradley mothers and daughters in
polygamy dialogue 18 fall 1985 98 107
enders donald L A snug log house A historical look at thejoseph
the eJoseph
th
joseph smith
sr family home in palmyra new york ensign 15 august 1985 14 23
geary elmo G and edward A geary community dramatics in early castle
valley utah historical quarterly 53 spring 1985 112 30
generous tom over the river
riverjordan
jordan california volunteers in utah during
the civil war california history 63 summer 1984 200 211
gilkey langdon religion and culture A persistent problem journal of
mormon history 12 1985 29 41
gillette alain les mormons
cormons
Mor
mons Theo
theocrates
desalee de brouwer
crates du desert paris desclee
1985
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gladwell louis A ed and ida D Dra
dyer comp south ogden city utah
draayer
iyer
history 1848 1984 layton utah candle graphics 1985
gray
missouri
mls
souli august 198 5 4 5
jackl
jacki tragedy aboard the saluda rural Mis
grayjacki
gray john S the salt lake hockaday mail annals of wyoming 55 6 pt I1
fall 1984 12 20
the salt lake hockaday mail annals of wyoming 55 7 pt 2 spring
1985

2 12

grimaud elodia

A brief history of the progress of pingree

echoes 14 spring 1985

snake river

35

idy temple in idaho
groberg delbert V the idaho falls temple the first LDS
IDS
salt lake city publishers press 1985
hallwas john E john regans emigrant s guide A neglected literary
achievement illinois Historic
journal 11
historicaljournal
historical aljournal
77 winter 1984 269 94
hampshire annette P mormonism in Con
jAct the nauvoo years new york
conflict

edwin mellen press 1985
hanger kimberly S the frederick hopt murder case A darker side of
aljournal 6 1985 83 100
historicaljournal6
historicaljournal
utah territorial history UCLA Historic
harker brent didymos the blind sees the light of day BYU today 39
june 1985 18 20
hartley william G
down and back wagon trains bringing the saints
to utah in 1861 ensign 15 september 1985 26 31
personal and family preparedness lessons from church history
in principles of the gospel in practice edited by susan easton black
225 41 salt lake city randall book co 1985
heinerman joseph the old folks day A unique utah tradition
utah historical quarterly 53 spring 1985 157 69
henrie ruth H early life in pleasant grove beehive history 11 1985
16 18

money digging folklore and the beginnings of
ofmormonism
mormonism
an interpretive suggestion BYU studies 24 fall 1984 473 88
cormons
Mor mons and foreign policy
hillam ray C and david M andrews mormons
BYU studies 25 winter 1985 57 73
hinckley gordon B young adult satellite broadcast salt lake city ap
np

hill marvin S

1985

Nether landers in america A study of emigration and
hinte jacob van netherlanders
grand
settlement in the nineteenth and twentieth centen
centuries
centunes

rapids mich baker book house 1985
hinton wayne K some historical perspective on mormon responses to
the great depression journal of the west
weft 24 october 1985
1985 19 26
holmes geoffrey extensions of the restoration trail
to great britain
and europe concluded the restoration in britain restoration trail
forum 11 november 1985 1 7 8
horrocks leon early days at blackfoot snake river echoes 14 spring
1985

3 5

hughes david the saints in saigon an end a beginning this people
6 april 1985 46 51
ouly 1985
guly
july
hutchinson anthony A grace unto the gentiles sunstone 10 luly
1985
6 10
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hyde grace

A monument

81

snake river echoes

14

autumn

1985

74 76

np 1983
iona centennial history book 1883 1983 lona
lona
iona idaho ap
iversen
iversenjoan
joan feminist implications of mormon polygyny feminist studies
10 fall 1984 505 22
jackson W turrentine salt lake city wells fargos
bargos transportation depot
85
during the stagecoach era utah historical quarterly 553 winter 19
1985
5

39

without purse or scrip financing latter day saint
missionary work in europe in the nineteenth century journal of

jensen richard

L

mormon history

12

1985

3 14

jessee dean C new documents and mormon beginnings BYU studies
24 fall 1984 397 428
johnson cleo the idaho electors oath snake river echoes 14 winter
1985

143

johnson jeffrey ogden brigham youngs households a haven for guests
hired help pioneer 32 july august 1985 9
craigeJ brown mormon beliefs about land and natural
kay jeanne and craigj
kayjeanne
craig
resources 1847 1877
Historical geography 11 july 1985
1877 journal ofhistoricalgeography
ofhistorical
of
253 67

spencer W kimball A man of good humor
BYU studies 25 fall 1985 59 71
spencer W kimball at college BYU studies 25 fall 1985

kimball edward

L

141 45

kimball stanley B the captivity narrative on mormon trails 1846 65
dialogue 18 winter 1985 81 88
BYU Studies 25 fall 1985 43 47
uncle spencer 1944 1985 byustudies
knecht stephen roger three interesting aspects of the joseph smith
translation manuscripts and history restoration news and views of
the latter day saint movement 4 october 1985 20 24
launius roger D american home missionary society ministers and mormon
nauvoo selected letters western illinois regional
studies 8 spring
regionalstudies8
1985 16
198516

45
III
1joseph
ajoseph smith 111
joseph
lii and the kirtland temple suit BYU studies 2 55
summer 1985 110 16
11
III
joseph smith 111
lii and the mormon succession crisis 1844 1846
ili
1

restoration news and views of the latter day saint movement 4
october 1985 12 14 19 20
bonum 11 august
borum
trall
trail
trailforum
zion s camp restoration trull
ofzion
forum
the meaning of
1985

6 7

Brick store
Mc Kieman
Red
fredbrick
launius roger D and FE mark mckieman
redbrick
bev
mckiemwa
mckeeman
redbiick
kleman joseph smith jes
jr s rev
macomb western illinois university 1985
west new york american heritage press 1985
lavender david the great wesr
lee mark S legislating morality reynolds vs united states sunstone

april 1985 8 12
to great britain
lents donald V extensions of the restoration trail
and europe the church in wales restoration trail forum 11 pt A
august 1985 1 7
10
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logue

tabernacles for waiting spirits monogamous and polygamous
Family history 10 spring 1985
fertility in a mormon town journal
journaloffamily
ofsamily
L

60 74

lyman melvin A political deliverance the mormon quest for utah
statehood urbana university of illinois press 1985
lythgoe dennis L lengthening our stride the remarkable administration
of spencer W kimball BYU studies 25 fall 1985 5 17
mabey rendell and gordon T allred unordinary people mission beirut
this people 6 november 1985 70 73
mccammon charles S the other colorado fieldandstream
field and stream 89 april
1985 123
1985123

24

mcclintock james H mormon settlement in arizona tucson university of
arizona press 1985
Sal tair salt lake city
saltair
mccormick nancy D and john S mccormick sultair
university of utah press 1985
Sho
shoshoni
madsen brigham D the shoshone
shoni frontier and the bear river massacre
salt lake city university of utah press 1985
malouf beatrice B comp locality histories an enduring legacy 8 1985
1985
85 124
may dean L

star valley in the context of western settlement A digest
snake river echoes 14 autumn 1985 103 10
may robin history of the american west new york exeter books 1984
Kah lile womens response to plural marriage dialogue 18 fall
kahline
mehr kahlile
84 97
miller jeremy M A
1985

critique of the reynolds decision western state
university law review 11 spring 1984 165 98
II and floyd A oneil churchmen and the western
milner clyde A 11
indians 1820 1920 norman university of oklahoma press 1985
85
1985
the mission experience of spencer W kimball BYU studies 2 55 fall 19
109 40

moody michael FE latter day saint hymnbooks
Hymn books then and now ensign
10 13
15 september 1985
morgan anne hodges and rennard strickland eds alizona
arizona
aiizona memories
tuscon university of arizona press 1985
mormon discovery christian century 102 june 1985 578
nebraska the first hundred years remembered crete bebr
nebr doane
college 1985
nelson lee dream mine utahs century old treasure hunt utah
holiday 15 november 1985 36 46
new douglas allen
ailen history of the deseret alphabet and other attempts
alien
to reform english orthography edd diss utah state university
1985

newell linda king the historical relationship of mormon women and
priesthood dialogue 18 fall 1985 21 32
noall claire christmas at highland boy beehive history 11 1985 27 32
noble allen
ailen
alien G houses vol I1 of wood brick and stone the north
american settlement landscape amherst university of massachusetts
press 1984
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one hundred and fifty years ago in church history restoration news
and views of the latter day saint movement 4 january 1985 32
Mormoni sms roots newly found
bound letters
ostling richard N challenging mormonisms
raise questions about churchs
churche origins time 125 20 may 1985 44

patterson richard historical atlas of the outlaw weft
west
inest boulder colo
johnson books 1985
perkes 0 D
star valley past and present aspects of the human
dimension snake river echoes 14 autumn 1985 94 98
persuitte david joseph smith and the origins of the book of mormon
jefferson NC mcfarland and co 1985
petersen Melvi
melvinj
melvina
nJ preparing early revelations for publication ensign 15
february 1985 14 20
peterson charles S A utah moon
perceptions of southern utah
st george utah department of printing dixie college 1984
peterson nancy M people of the moonshell
Moon shell A western eiver
journal
riverjournal
elver
river
frederick colo renaissance house 1984
pioneer fashions an enduring legacy 8 1985 265 308
pioneer vocations an enduring legacy 8 1985 213 64
pixton paul
paulbB
play it again sam the remarkable prophecy of samuel
Christophilus gratianus
Grat ianus reconsidered BYU studies 2 55
lutz alias christophilus
summer 1985 27 46
poll richard D
the swearing elders some reflections sunstone 10
september 1985 14 17
powell allan kent the next time we stife
strike labor in utahs coar
fields
coal
coalfields
stike
1900 1933 logan utah state university press 1985
price richard and pamela price the bennett crisis at nauvoo 1840 1842
restoration voice no 37 september october 1984 27 31
the consecrated spot the location of the temple in zion
restoration voice no 42 july august 1985 4 6
quinn D michael LDS church authority and new plural marriages
1890 1904 dialogue 18 spring 1985 9 105
rawcliffe william church history hidden treasures word search puzzles
on mormon themes salt lake city bookcraft 1985
rees R douglas winter quarters and true womanhood nineteenth
thegean 15 april 1985
century attitudes toward the role of women thetean
45 54

richmond significant to mormon church
1985

ray county mirror 6 april

6 7

mormons the first one hundred years
ricketts norma B california cormons
mormon life 2 july 1984 6 9
lost elders who reopened california mission identified
mormon life 3 december 1984 18 19
191
and indians on the frontier 1825 1915
igi albuquerque
riley glenda women andindians
university of new mexico press 1984
ailen D where are the all seeing eyes the origin use and
allen
roberts alien
decline of early mormon symbols sunstone 10 may 1985 36 48
roberts richard C and richard W sadler cgdenjunction
ogden junction city northridge
calif windsor publications 1985
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rosenberg don hawaiian LDS form then disband iokepa
losepa
iosepa colony
pioneer 32 march april 1985 7 8
st clair tim the brothel and the miners shack utah holiday 14
september 1985 39 40
seifrit william C pioneer pottery in utah beehive history 11 1985 7 9
sherlock richard campus in crisis sunstone 10 may 1985 30 35
shipps jan mormonism the story of a new religious tradition urbana
university of illinois press 1985
the salamander and the saints christian century 102
6 november 1985
1020 21
cormons and the
andyjohn
and john S mccormick socialist saints mormons
sillito john R andjohn
sillitojohn
socialist party in utah 1900 20 dialogue 18 spring 1985 121 31
eludes
etudes
skolnick M H L L bean G P mineau and L B gorde
genetiques et demographiques et base de donnees
g6n6tiques
donnels
donnees genealogiques de
best
hist
historique
histoiique
orique 1984 103 13
lutah annales de demographic pest
slaughter william W battalion guide at home in palaces or deserts
pioneer 32 march april 1985 9 10 16
smart maurine how would you like to own the cemetery mormon life
14 15 19
4 july 1985
snow eliza R historic scenes salt lake city randall book co 1985
sorensen iva lee and kaye S bybee founded on faith A history of
glenwood 1864 1984 glenwood utah glenwood camp coe
daughters of the utah pioneers 1985
sorensen wilson W A miracle in utah valley the story of utah technical
college 1941 1982 provo utah technical college 1985
spencer W kimball and the lamanite cause BYU studies 25 fall 1985
73 75

spencer W kimball as extemporaneous speaker

BYU studies 25 fall

147 59

1985

stickann richard the mormon rebellion old west 22 fall 1985 16 21
132
152 july 1985
stobaugh kenneth E interpreting nauvoo saints herald
herald132
renald
22 23

modern apostles salt lake city randall
talbot wilburn D the acts odthe
of the modem
book co 1985
taylor paul Orderville experiment in socialism frontier times 557 august
1985

24 28

silver reef bastion of hell in mormon utah true west
dest 31
january 1985 17 20
thatcher linda community celebrations beehive history 11 1985
13 15

sisterhood and sociability the utah
andyjohn
and john R sillito
thatcher linda andjohn
womens press club 1891 192
19288 utah historical quarterly 553 spring
1985

144 56
john E A chronology

ondl ahman
of danite meetings in adam ondi
tae
the
missouri july to september 18 338 restoration news and views odthe
of fae
latter day saint movement 4 january 1985 11 14
tickemyer G E
to the isles of the sea grand cayman restoration
trail forum 11 february 1985 5 7

thompson
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tobler douglas FE the past has made the present tense the influence of
byustudies
russian history on the contemporary soviet union BYU
studies 2 55
winter 1985 101 11
toscano margaret M the missing rib the forgotten place of queens and
priestesses in the establishment of zion sunstone 10 july 1985
17 22
E
F lamond

california and chile in 1851 as experienced by the
mormon apostle parley PR pratt southern california quarterly 67
fall 1985 291 307
underwood grant the earliest reference guides to the book of mormon
windows into the past journal of mormon history 12 1985

tullis

69 89

early mormon millenarianism another look church histor
historyy 54
bistor
june 1985 215 29
saved or damned tracing a persistent protestantism in early
mormon thought BYU studies 25 summer 1985 85 103
van wagoner richard S mormon polyandry in nauvoo dialogue 18 fall
1985

67 83

vest peggy
to the isles of the sea hawaii restoration trail forum
11 february 1985
4 8
vinson michael from housework to office clerk utahs working women
1870 1900 utah historical quarterly 53 fall 1985 326 35
walker ronald W the persisting idea of american treasure hunting
BYU studies 24 fall 1984 429 59
walters wesley P mormon origins A tale of spirits and Sal
salamanders
salamanderi
amanders
presbyterian journal 44 12 june 1985
1985 7 8
wellsville history committee windows of wellsville 1856 1984 A one
JF
and pictorial history of
written
hundred and twenty eight year pritten
ritten
wellsville utah Locate
located
sat
at the base of the majestic wellsville mountains
dat
wellsville utah wellsville history committee 1985
westergard FE J memories of life in fair
farr west beehive history 11 1985
2 6

political deliverance
journal of mormon history

at a price

white jean bickmore
statehood

12

1985

the quest

for

135 39

wilding D D restoring the redburg
rexburg tabernacle snake river echoes 14
winter 1985 122 24
wiley peter the lee revolution and the rise of correlation sunstone
10 uanuary
january 1985
winn norma B

18 22

the texas expedition

an enduring

legacy 8 1985

309 45

woodford robert J how the revelations in the doctrine and covenants
were received and compiled ensign 15 january 1985 26 33
west
worcester don ed pioneer trails mest
mst caldwell idaho caxton printers
1985

germanicus
Germa nicus passengers from england to early settlement
worrall janet E germanious
in utah and idaho utah historical quarterly 53 winter 1985
40 54

the
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inspirational
asay carlos

E

the blessings of sharing the gospel ensign

15

october

49 54

1985

baca joyce divorce making it a growth experience salt lake city deseret
book co 1985
backman robert L be thou an example of the believers new era 15
oune
june
lune 1985 4 7
Kim balls vision of missionary work ensign
benson ezra
ezrataft
taft president kimballs
6 11
15 july 1985
britsch R lanier and terrance D olson counseling A guide to helping
others vol 2 salt lake city deseret book co 1985
building a love that lasts outstanding articles on marriage from the ensign
salt lake city deseret book co 1985
and memory
burgess allan K and max H molgard my baptism activity andmemory
book salt lake city deseret book co 1985
and hgr
canfield anita A woman ancher
andher
her self esteem salt lake city randall book
het

co

85
19
1985

carmack john K

its never too late

new era

15

october

1985

4 6

chaffin bethany caring for those you love A guide to compassionate
care for the aged bountiful utah horizon publishers 1985
cherrington david rearing responsible children salt lake city bookcraft
1985

christensen joe J and barbara K christensen making your home a
missionary training center salt lake city deseret book co 1985
np privately printed
clark D cecil improving your church teaching ap
1984

cook gene R living by the power of faith salt lake city deseret book
co 1985
coonradt chuck and lee nelson the game of work orem utah liberty
press 1985

craven rulon G called to the work salt lake city bookcraft 1985
cuthbert derek A the futility of fear new era 15 november 1985
44 50

dolittle crunk mother father and the family that worked salt lake city
publishers press 1984

dunn loren C this 1I know salt lake city bookcraft 1985
like city bookcraft
dunn paul H seek the happy life salt lake

1985

durrant george D doing genealogy finding that glorious elusive
condition called balance ensign 15 april 1985 18 23
edwards lavell achieving A guide to building self esteem in young men
salt lake city randall book co 1985
eyer mary sturlaugson reflection of a soul salt lake city randall book
co 1985
faust james E simply happy new era 15 july 1985 4 5
vaughna
vaughnj
featherstone Vaugh
nJ thanksgiving prayer new era 15 november 1985
4477
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hinckley gordon

B

the environment

87

of

our homes ensign

15

june

2 6

1985

keep the faith ensign 15 september 1985 2 6
Feb mary 1985 2 5
strengthening each other ensign 15 february
the voice of the lord new era 15 december 1985 8 13
holland jeffrey R however long andward
and harf
hurd the road salt lake city deseret
andhard
hard
book co 1985
A robe a ring and a batted
fatted calf ensign 15 august 1985
68 72

holland patricia
15

june

1985

kapp ardeth G
1985

1I

parenting everything to do with the heart

ensign

12 14

what have you to declare

new era

15

september

8 13

the life salt lake city
and rhe
andjudith
judith S smith the light andthe
kapp ardeth G and
bookcraft 1985
kimball spencer W the abundant life ensign 15 october 1985
becoming the pure in heart ensign 15 march 1985 2
how rare a possession the scriptures ensign 15 july 1985

the words of a prophet ensign

2

6

5

2 5

december 1985 26 29
und
millet sustaining anddefending
and defending
15

mcconkie joseph fielding and robert L
the faith salt lake city bookcraft 1985
making memories A book ofremembrance
Boyl Girl
boylgirl
saintboygirl
of remembrance for the latter day saint
salt lake city deseret book co 1985
mor
talks
maughan joyce bowen eules
foz
for tots salt lake city deseret book co 1985
talksfor
1985
maxwell neal A sermons not spoken salt lake city bookcraft 1985
these are your days new era 15 january february 1985 4 6
unto the rising generation ensign 15 april 1985 8 11
monson thomas S comp favorite quotations from the collection of
thomas S monson salt lake city deseret book co 1985
oaks dallin H parental leadership in the family ensign 15 june 1985
7 11

reach out and climb new era 15 august 1985 4 6
on the lords errand the purposes and possibilities of brigham young
selected essays 1985 provo brigham young university 1985
university selectedessays
packer boyd K En
ensenat
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